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Dynamic capital structure theory suggests that even though firms have target 
debt ratios, they will not make adjustment immediately and completely when there are 
the deviations because of the adjustment costs. The decisions that weather to adjust 
the debt ratios and the adjustment magnitude will be based on the tradeoffs between 
the costs and benefits of the adjustment.  
Based on the latest achievements of the capital structure theory and the empirical 
research, this paper constructs a comprehensive model to pursue the long-term 
dynamic trace of capital structure adjustment of the listed firms in China. Firstly, we 
estimate a Tobit regression model to predict the target debt ratios, and then we use the 
partial adjustment model to exam how financial deficit, market timing, the stock price 
changes, leverage deficit and the changes in the target debt ratio influence the 
dynamic adjustment of capital structure.  
The results indicate that financial deficit, market timing and the stock price 
changes indeed lead to deviations between the observed debt ratios and target debt 
ratios. Specially, the stock price changes have the strongest influence on capital 
structure changes. We also find that their effects are reversed over long horizons. 
These empirical results suggest that firms’ capital structures tend to move towards 
their dynamic target debt ratios over some time although their histories strongly 
influence their capital structures. 
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图 1 是本文的研究思路和分析框架。 


































































图 1  本文研究框架 
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图中的 B*处，公司的价值达到 大。当公司的负债比率超过 B*点后，负债的边
际成本超过负债的边际收益，于是公司的价值会下降。 
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优资本结构 
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